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Enabling Apostolic Globalization
By
Bruce A. Howell
At the 2008 Executive Global Council, Rev. Leroy Francis preached an outstanding message
entitled “Enabling Apostolic Globalization.” That is an excellent theme for the various summits we hold.
Each deals with a different language group (Spanish, French, and Chinese) or world religion outreach
and targets four areas for consideration: evangelism, training, Internet/radio, and literature. We
recently concluded the Spanish Summit. Rev. D. Crossley (dcrossley@upci.org) created an extensive
database of all our Spanish literature using a great computer program. We are planning to use this
approach for thousands of multi‐language literature and media resources available through Foreign
Missions (lshirley@upci.org).

A website for Spanish readers has been developed through the

coordination of Rev. J. Hopkins (http://www.ipui.net). The Global Association of Theological Studies
(gats@upci.org) has various Spanish resources posted on their site (http://www.gatsonline.org). A
replica site in Spanish is now planned (http://www.AGETenlinea.org). GATS has a CD of Spanish
evangelism and training resources available. Spanish is the third most used language of the Internet
(Chinese ranks number one). Over one million Spanish speakers utilize the Internet on a regular basis.
Exciting reports concerning radio evangelism were also given. In one area twelve new churches were
established as a direct result. This scenario is repeated for each language and world religion outreach
summit held. The Chinese Summit revealed forty‐eight trips were made into China in the past twelve
months, encouraging each team to Adopt‐a‐City. A web radio station in Chinese, a web site, prayer
walks and extensive plans for evangelism at the World Expo in Shanghai in 2010 are all in the planning
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stages. Each summit is designed with one purpose in mind: enabling apostolic globalization. Coming
together, we leave, better equipped to reach our world.

